From: MacKay, John (Aberdeen)
Sent: 24 May 2010 16:45
To: 'Heironimus, Mark B (LEWCO INTEGRATED TECH SYSTEMS)'; Fleece, Trent J
Cc: Sneddon, Iain (Aberdeen)
Subject: FW: Revised LMRP Removal Procedure DWH

Mark,

DWH LMRP Removal document checked and changes noted.

1.2 Section 26

There is reference made to mud mats and location of same on the seabed / parking area for the DWH LMRP.

The 'Introduction' to the document mentions a basket will be on the seabed for landing the DWH LMRP.

1.3 Section 9

PDC crane to apply a load of 138 metric tones – would like to add a note for the drillers in the team – this includes a 50K lbs overpull in preparation for unlatching DEWH LMRP.

Other than that it looks OK.